
STEPS TOWARDS AN EFFECTIVE FRTB PLATFORM

FRTB is not simply a new capital calculation mechanism but a fundamentally new trading 
framework focused around the trading desk. 

Configuration of 
Trading Desk Structures 
Banks will have to consider 
alternative desk structures 
in relation to business and 
client dynamics, personnel 

availability and organization 
and system capabilities.

Data and front-to-risk 
analytics alignment 

Market data and 
systems alignment and 
harmonization will be a 

core attribute for success.

Changing and 
documenting workflows 
A significant transformation 
in the way banks organize 

and run their trading 
businesses and compute 
their market risk capital.

Optimizing RTD 
and Head Trader 
configurations 

Trading books with 
inadequate return on 

capital may have to be 
evaluated for sunset or exit.

Process alignment 
This will require access 
to a robust front-to-risk 

system that can be tailored 
to business and regulatory 

requirements.

Training 
Development of a robust 
training and development 
program for Head Traders 
and their management to
communicate their new 

responsibilities and 
accountabilities.

Finastra’s commitment 
to FRTB 

Finastra has developed a 
best-of-breed solution built 
on a robust platform. It can 
be tailored to address the 
increasing responsibilities 
of Heads of Trading Desks 

and provide intra-day 
transparency of FRTB at 

the RTD level.

Combining a flexible, granular capital attribution system with a robust people management process will be critical to 
optimizing and running Regulatory Trading Desk (RTD) frameworks under FRTB.

The following steps are necessary for an effective FRTB platform:

Misys and D+H have joined forces to create Finastra, the third largest Fintech in the world.

We deliver the broadest portfolio of mission-critical solutions for financial institutions of all sizes, on premises or in the cloud. Together we are committed to unlocking the potential

of people and business by creating a platform for open innovation and collaboration. Discover more at finastra.com
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https://www.finastra.com
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCXMHbdfIgA6bzw_fsPN39bg
https://www.linkedin.com/company-beta/11153805/
https://www.facebook.com/FinastraFS/
https://twitter.com/FinastraFS
https://www.finastra.com/viewpoints/market-insights/frtb-how-trading-desk-heads-should-prepare-for-frtb
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